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little is buried in an LCD menu, and all
important functions have an immediately
accessible physical knob.This is accomplished
through a simple yet powerful control 
surface design.

THE INS AND OUTS
The heart and soul of a mixer is, of course,
its inputs and outputs, and the 328 is no
slacker in that department. The input sec-
tion features 16 analog input channels, each
equipped with both balanced 1/4" line inputs
and XLR mic inputs, as well as 161⁄4" TRS
channel inserts. Each channel has a Trim
knob and a 100 Hz highpass filter button for
quick bass rolloff. There are four auxiliary
outputs, and four balanced stereo inputs
(with corresponding rotary knobs) that can
be used as returns, plus a fifth balanced stereo
input with its own analog level knob.
Combined with the digital inputs (see
below), a maximum of 42 inputs is available
at mixdown. These can be routed to any of
the eight groups.

Both balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA
stereo mix outputs are provided as well as head-
phone and stereo control room outputs, each
with level controls.

A pair of A/B switchable 2-track inputs can
be fed to the phones/control room, but these
cannot be added to the mix. These channels
can be used to monitor 2-track mixes or serve
as an extra input from 2-track digital sources.

The rear panel is equipped with both
ADAT optical and TASCAM TDIF digital
I/O.These four ports (two ins, two outs) each
carry eight channels. Either pair can be used,
allowing you to record and play back 16 tracks
of 16-,20-,or 24-bit digital audio.You can con-
nect the ports to ADAT or TASCAM tape
machines, respectively, or to an interface such
as MOTU’s popular 2408 mkII. For use with
ADAT or TASCAM machines,the front panel
of the 328 provides buttons for transport con-
trol, setting locator points, and arming tracks
for recording. A third ADAT optical out can
serve as an auxiliary output for effects units, or
as eight digital group outs.Note that these dig-
ital multitrack ports come standard on the
Spirit 328, unlike some boards, where it is an
add-on option only.

The rear panel also offers AES/EBU,
S/PDIF and word c lock I/O, MIDI
In/Out/Thru, an RS-422 port (used for Sony
9-pin machine control and also for updating
the board’s operating system), SMPTE time-
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W
hen the world of synthesizers 

changed from analog to digital, it
wasn’t long before synths like the

Yamaha DX-7 had brought the face
of the synthesizer from a surface full of knobs
and sliders to one of LCDs and buttons. More
power than ever was at our fingertips,yet some-
how it felt like being on hold:“For ADSR press
1, for LFO press 2, for filter cutoff press 3, or
just remain on the line and one of our digital-
ly controlled oscillators will be with you short-
ly ...”Of course,we’ve since recognized our folly,
and analog synthesizers are  back in all their
knob-tweaking glory.

Unfortunately, the application of digital
technology to the world of mixing consoles
has until now tended to yield a user interface
like the DX-7. Digital brought many bene-
fits to consoles—snapshot and automation
capability, pristine sound—but the organic
experience of traditional analog sound 
mixing has often been sacrificed to steep
learning curves and the frustration of having
important functions buried in LCD screens
and menus.

The Spirit 328 is a notable exception. A
42-input, 8-bus digital console with built-in
Lexicon effects, it offers all the convenience
of digital, but what makes it stand out is a
well-designed user interface that retains much
of the feel of an analog mixing board. Very
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code in, and a Cascade port for linking two
328s together. Altogether, there are 28 digi-
tal out channels and 20 digital returns acces-
sible at once.

USER INTERFACE
What really makes or breaks a digital mixer,
however, is how it uses all this power, and
this is where the Spirit 328 really shines.The
fader section includes sixteen 100 mm long-
throw motorized faders, plus a master fader.
A full meter bridge displays every input and
output. As is the norm for digital mixers, the
16 faders do double and triple duty. Multiple
duty means you can set up the faders in
“banks” with the press of a button; that is, as
either 16 live mic/line inputs, or as 16 return
tracks, allowing you to have a 32-channel
mixer in the space of 16 channels. Or you
can set up eight tracks of each side by side.
You can not flip the channels individually,
however, which would allow you to mix and
match any combination of mic/line and tape,
as you can on an analog mixer. (Perhaps this
capability will be added in a future software
update.) Faders can also function as masters
(for group and aux levels) or MIDI controllers.

You can see and control the levels of all
32 channels at once by means of the E-strip.
Unique to the 328 and a large part of what
makes this mixer such a pleasure to use, the 
E-strip is a bank of encoders and switches
that runs across the center of the console. It
looks just like a conventional analog chan-
nel strip rotated on its side. Select a chan-
nel, and the row of knobs becomes a strip
of physical rotary controls giving you hands-
on access to three bands of parametric EQ,
four aux sends, two effects sends (for the
328’s internal effects processor), and panning
for that channel. You can thus instantly view
and adjust all the parameters for a channel
in a familiar, analog-style manner without
having to hunt through menus and LCDs.

But the E-strip gives you even more flex-
ibility. With the press of a button, the 16
rotary encoders can become 16 pan knobs,
16 aux sends, or 16 effects sends assigned to
the channel of the corresponding fader. You
can also designate the knobs as 16 level con-
trols. With this configuration, the 16 slid-
ers and 16 knobs give you hands-on access
to the individual levels of all 32 channels 
at once. The multifunction knobs give the 
328 a tactile feel unique to digital mixers in 
this price range.

DIGITAL MAGIC
For all its analog feel and friendliness, the
328 also gives you the features you’d expect
from a digital mixer. Settings can be copied
and pasted, and there are dedicated Undo
and Redo buttons. Adjacent channels can be
linked as a stereo pair, and the complete set-
tings of the console can be stored and
recalled in any of 100 snapshot memory
locations. (Except for the input gain level
and HPF pad, which are part of the analog
circuitry.) These snapshots can be recalled
manually or at location points through
incoming SMPTE or MTC.

In combination with MIDI and a software
sequencer, the 328 can be dynamically auto-
mated. Each function of the console (e.g.,
level, pan, EQ, reverb, or aux level) can be
controlled with MIDI messages from the

sequencer. Conversely, the 328 can be used as
a limited MIDI control surface for a
sequencer’s internal mixer. Soundcraft’s sup-
port in this area is outstanding. The company
provides extensive resources on its Web site,
including custom consoles and setup guides (in
PDF format) to get you started using the 328
with major sequencer applications.The guides
are well written and illustrated, as is the 190-
page user’s manual (although it lacks an index)
that comes with the console.

SOUND QUALITY
The 16 mic pre’s use Spirit’s UltraMic+ pre-
amp circuitry, and offer 66 dB of gain and
+28 dBu of headroom. While they are clean,
quiet, and relatively transparent, the mic pre’s
do have their own “British” character to them,
as does the fully parametric three-band EQ,
described by Soundcraft as offering “the
warm, musical sound of real British analogue
EQ.” The EQ is flexible enough for gener-
al mixing, but if you want really radical 
timbral effects for a certain track, you might
want to turn to a software plug-in. The 

24-bit AD/DA converters, with 128X over-
sampling, deliver a very high degree of sonic
integrity. In an informal A/B comparison
between a live MIDI track (a sampled piano,
a sound source prone to showing differences
in character) and the same track in 24-bit
audio, the differences were negligible.

The 328’s LCD is only a 2×16 character
display, but this is not a problem because all
the main console functions can be accessed
without the display. However, for those who
like precision, the LCD displays the numer-
ic values of the parameters as you adjust them
with the sliders and encoder knobs. This is
also where you select and name snapshots,
access various utility functions, and navigate
the internal effects and dynamics units. The
latter include two stereo dynamics processors
and two stereo effects units made by Lexicon.
The effects section offers more than 100 pre-
sets, covering a wide range of effects such as
reverb, chorus, delay, and flange—all of which
can be fully edited and stored in user locations.
The onboard dynamics include a choice of
compressor, limiter, gate, or a combination of
these.They can be assigned to stereo or mono
signals at any input, output, or group.

GETTING THE SPIRIT
There are a few things about the 328 to nit-
pick about, all relatively minor. The on/off
switch could be more accessible. The phan-
tom power circuit emits a loud pop when it is
switched on,or when you plug or unplug a mic
while it is active. Turn down the volume or
mute the channel to avoid damaging an expen-
sive condenser mic. Lastly, the unit seems to
put out an excessive amount of heat. Mixing
shouldn’t feel like working over a hot stove.

The Spirit 328 would make an excellent
console for a mid-size project studio. At a 
current street price of less than $3,500, it
offers a good digital alternative for someone
considering, say, a Mackie 8-bus analog
board. For larger needs, you could cascade two
328s together and still spend less than the cost
of a Mackie Digital 8•Bus.

After years of working exclusively with ana-
log mixers,I hardly had to change my work habits
at all to use this digital board. With its intuitive
user interface,solid sound quality,and innovative
design, there is nothing that can touch the 328
in its price range. If you are hooked on the feel
of analog but yearn to step into the digital age,
the Spirit 328 is a hands-down winner. HR
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